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Registering the SQL Safe Backup with the IDERA 
Dashboard

The  does not currently support clustered environments. Given this limitation,  IDERA Dashboard
IDERA Dashboard must be installed on a stand-alone server. For more information, visit Deployi

.ng the IDERA Dashboard in a clustered environment

The following instructions guide you to register SQL Safe Backup on the IDERA Dashboard, 
allowing you to access the product using a web browser:

Log into  using a Dashboard Administrator Account.IDERA Dashboard

Go to   >  .Administration Manage Products
Click on the   link.Register a Product
On the   window, fill in the required fields:Add a Product to IDERA Dashboard

Product: Select or enter . SQLSafeRestService
Display Name: Enter a unique name to allow you to easily identify the installation of 

. SQL Safe Backup
Host: Enter the cluster name where the SQL Safe Rest Service is located. 
Port: Enter the port number used by the SQL Safe Rest Service. The default port is 
9998. 
User Name and Password: Enter the credentials of a Dashboard administrator 
account.

Click .Register
Click  to confirm the registration of the SQL Safe Backup product.Yes
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The  used to access the  is constructed from the name of URL IDERA Dashboard
the machine on which the IDERA Dashboard was installed and the port specified for 
the IDERA Dashboard Web Application Service. For example, if the IDERA 
Dashboard was installed on a machine named MYSERVER and the Idera 
Dashboard Web Application Service used the default port of 9290, then the URL to 
access the IDERA Dashboard would be the following: http://MYSERVER:9290
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